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' This report deals with sporadic observations on the glottal stop in

C.) the English spoked_i_by Finns oolleCted in cornectian itith_twO Separate_
*JD' studids. An attempt will 6"e made.to give a description of the factors

which may explain the occurrence of glottalization, and to outline the
° method by which the phenomenon will be approached in greater detail-in--

T-4 the future.' The data available at present seen to indicate that
-1C:) at word boundaries in front of words beginning with a vowel, glottal-

ization is far more frequent in the pronunciation of English by Finns,

than in standard English pronunciation;
glottalization4is even more frequent in English utterances produced
by Finns than in their mother tongue utterances at boundaries of sim-

ailar structure; °

in English utterances Finns use linking more often in the early part
of the utterance than towards its end where glottarization or pauses
assume the placewhich linking would have taken- ir;n6rmal pronunci-
ation;

- variation in the assignment of linking, gTottal igation and pauses in
the pronuilCiation of English test sentences by Finns does notcorulatg_--

with the constituent structure of English in suph a way that a phonetic
'ireak, i.e. glottal ization or pauses, would be more common or more
probable at strong syntactic boundaries and linking more usual at im-

: mediite constituent boundaries as 'is normally the case in English;

- glOttalization can be explained by means of sentence stress in the way
that the signalling of word boundaries by glottalization'takes place
somewhat more often in front of stressed than unstressed syntactic
elements;1

- the choice made by Finns between glottalizatip,-qd linking can be

explained in part by observing the phonetic structure of the word string:
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glottalization is more common after obstruents, i.e. plosives and fric-

atives, whereas linking,kAre frequent at word boundaries between

vowel segments. In this retpect the Finnish pronunciation of English

is similav to Finnish pronunciation. ,/
' 2

Both spokeeitigilard-Finnish and English have the glottal-stop or

'glottal catch'; its phonological status is similar in both languages.

The glottal stop is not generally-wirded in the segments of word-level

phonology in either language. In both languages. the glottal,. stop is a

phonetic bogndary segment but the essential distinction is that, in English,

glottalization may occur both word-initially or World-medially.in front of

a syllable beginning with a vowel, whereas in Finnish it is possible only

at a morphotactic word boundary. We feel that the difficulties connected

with glottalization are ultimately linked to the fact that the category

of the word in, Finnish differs morphophonematically from that in Engli0

(see Karlsson 1977:67 in this volume). Although various function wards

(prepositions, articles, etc.) are free vorphemes preceding their head

words in English, the corresponding elements in Finnish are suffiked to

the head words. Thus the semantic.content of a motphophootogicat woul
, -

differs considerably in the two languages. Accordingly, it is very likely

that the need for...signalling word boundaries is different since.the.con-

cept of the word differs in the linguistic competence of speakers of Finnish

from that'of speakers of English.

As regards the role of word boundaries, the meaning alrid the infor-

mation content of, a word differ in Finnish from -those of English. In the ,

Finnish language, glottalization is used above all to signal boundaries

of words beginning with a vowel. It may:be assumed that a Finn's use of

glottalization instead of linking at wqrd boundaries of English words

beginhing with a vgwel reflects the Finnish speaker-hearer's wayliif ab-

strUting, in both production and in recaptiCn, the information carried

ynglish into morphophonological-lexical units by strings of sounds.

o

' We think that such a tendency is universal and is also found in norm4,
--English pronuntiation. Stress'is only a phonetic reflection of the th
atic and rhythmic structure of a sentence, Therefore, glottalization is
more likely.to occurs in front.of a lexical word, which carries a mbr.e.

essential meaning in a skntence, than infront of.a function word, which'
has a less important role in'the information content in a sentence.

. 3
/.

4
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The fact that a Finn tends to single out every'unit of an utterance

effectively impairs the inelligibility of the message on the part of

,the native listener. When e ements which belong together syntactically,

such as prepositions or det iners, situated in front of their head

words, are separated from th it heads by means of glottalization, the

native listener may identify he glottalization with pauses, breaks,

interruptions, etc., and thus in erpret thk constituent structure of the

sentence in a way w ich is differ nt from what was originally intended

by the speaker.

GlOttalization- s not a probl

alone`.- As Jdnes (1961:151) totes-,

.....13Dly Germans, have atendency to i

all words which ought\to begin with

it t414 aLL out own Saint as'(it waz

for Finnish Students of English

dreign-peopie, and morepartitu=-

sert the sound 9 at the beginning of

owels. Thus they will pronounce

73:1 '7aua '7oun,1:1119, According

to Jones, "the mistake is one-which will effectually spoil what is other-

wise a good pronunciation, and it is ne which often necessitates a ghat

deal of practice on the part of the le rner.sIt must be remembered that

in normal English there is no break be enconsecutive wordt which ar .--

clotely connected by the sense".

In word -level phonology, glottaliza

among the phonological segments of Finni

1970:24; cf.-Wiik l967:47-4). The phonol

is somewhat.ambiguous in sta dard Finnish.

ion is not usually classified

h (Karlsson 1969:#51, Lehtonen

gical status Of glottalization

On the one hand, standard

gment in words beginning with

hand, in descriptions of

encountered in connection

Finnish has glottalization a

a vowel on certain conditions

the Finnish sound pattern, gl

with the phenomenon called "jd

an i

on

tal

nno

An examination of the pron

argument that in front of a wor

standard Finnish, a certain typ

Einsatz) or lard attack' in cont

ation, which appears in pronuncia

Consider the following examples:

nitial s

the other

ization,i

slopuke".

nciation of istinct words suoports.the

beginning ,wi

of abrupt ons

ast to a fiji

h a-yowel there is, in

t (coupe de,/ glotte,

tive-like vowel initi-
/

ion as a word initia ) /hi-fricative.

('aavaa) 'vast', 'open' ( part.sg.)

.(7akkaa] 'old woman' (part.sg.)

(haavaaj

(hakkaa

perso pre

'wound', 'cut' (part.sg.)

'cut', cnop', 'hew' (3rd

ent tense indicative)
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'leech' (nom.sg.)

C'intojaf 'zeals'-(part.pl.)

["ilkka] Ilkka (man's name)

Pirvirj 'sneer', 'poke fun:

(infinitive)

-78-

thiilil 'coall,.'carbon' (nom.sg.)

[hintoja] 'prices' (part.pl.)

[hilkka] Hilkka (woman's name)

[hirviN] 'deer' (part.pl.)
,

In pairs of this kind it is not, however, necessary to abstract the onset

of the word-initial vowel as a phonolOgical segment. It is not phonologi-

cally commutable and its distribution is restricted to, the Word-initial

position-

glettarilitilirifboundaries with words beginning with
a vojc,varies in Finnish according to the geographical dialect areas.

For: instance, glotfalization is found to be more frequent in the eastern

and Ostrobotnian dialects than in the south-western\and south-eastern
--Ks% dfaIects.

This phenomenon of; the Finnish sopnd Agtern is not, howeverogener-

ally that referreeto by gto.etaization or the gtottat labsive in Finnish

grammars. Finnyi grammarians describe glottalization or the glottal stop

as a phenomenon appearing after a number of morphologically marked words

and grammatical forms; it is-considered to,lie_a sprial case of the doubl-

ing of the first segment of the subsequent word, appearing in the form of

a glottar:plosive in front o words beoitining with a vowel. Consider the

following examples:

canna poisl> [annap pois] '(go ahead and) give-11, 'give it Away' (im-

perative), <Wsta sisaXn!> [pWNstds.),Isnii] let (sb. go) in!-- (imper-

ative); and accordingly canna ottai> [anna? ottaa] 'let (sb.) take (it),

let(;b.) have (it)' (imperative), <WastX ulos!, (pastS7: ulos] 'let

(sb, go) out' (imperative).'

In examples like these the traditional interpretation of the glottal
segment at the word boundary is that the abrupt onset,(courie de gl9tte,

804,90
'hard attack') of the initial vowel of the next word geminates and pro- ON,n4.,
duces a phonologically doubled glottal stop (for further discussion, t'1
Karlsson and Lehtonen 1977:55ff.). According'to the most recent inter-
pretation (Karlsson and Lehtonen 1977), this glottal boundary segment, -v,
which comes after certain marked morpheMes only, is neither geminate nor
an independent segmental' phoneme-; it,is a segmental junctOrp marker,
which possesses the special feature lof being morphologically conditioned.
.pt
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The essential difference in the occurrence of glottalization in English

and in Finnish is, thus, the fact that English glottalization is a pho-

netic means connected with syllable boundaries and emphasis and not an.

unambiguous marker at word boundaries. In Finnish, glottalization can -

never be used word-medially to mark a syllable boundary beginning with

a vowel. For example., pronunciations *like kaulan, klataa, Leataaaa,

teoz,hatuaza, tuaton, and aefaktio, kolopvcaati.p,_..!getame.tala_(cf.__ _-

English <reaction> (r/17aakfnl, <co-operates Ikenj'?opareitl, <geohetry>
a

(d3V7omotril), in which theglottal Agment is inserted'into;a word -

medial-:syllable boundary; are hot acceptable in standard Finnish.-

Because glottalization is only possible, though not obligatory,

between words in Finnish, its occurrence in a flow of speech is a strong

cue for a Finn to identify a word boundary and thus split up the string

of speech sounds into word-size units and identify the perceptual patterns

(Gestalt) of words.

In English, the role of glottalization differs from that of Finnish.

As Gimson (1970:167) says, the glottal ploVve is not a significant

sound in then) system. It serves regularly for many RP speakers as a

syllable boundary marker, when the initial sound of the second syllable

is a vowel. Thus, a hiatus of vowels belonging to different syllables

(especially when the second vowel is accented), may in careful speech

be separated by 9 instead of being joined by a vocalic glide, and even

when the second vowel is weakly accented, et. day a6tek day ('del

'der] ". For the speaker of English, glottalization is one of the factors

which may indicate the prominence of a stressed' syllable, which somehow

gathers the word unit around itself. But"the.ylottal segment does not

automatically mark the boundary of words in the flow leispeeCh, and it

is-used much less frequently than in Finnish or in the English pronounced

by Finns.

In.the1248 instances of word boundaries in the present study in which

the Prrceding word ended with a plosive, the initial vowel the following

word was realized with glottalization by mace than 50 per cent of the

Finnish pupils, while the corresponding percentage in the pronunciation

of a control group of native speakers of English ('SuniversityTecturers)

was only 2 per cent.In the group Of boundaries of fricative + vowel,

the corresponding figures were 60 and 4 per cent respectively; in the

group of word-final resonant the number of glottalized boundaries was

I l
6
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45 per cent with the Finnish speakers but only 3 in the pronunciation

6f native speaRers, and in the vowel + vowel instances the amount of

.glottalization Was 14 pgr cent in the Finnish group but zero in the

English one.

.3

he 64A4ttTat. To assess the influence of a_Finnish speaker's

dialectal background on the processin of word boundaries in English,

three - groups of schoolchildren studyin English were chosen in differ -

-ent dialectal areatt the town-of-Kuopio in eastern Finland-, the-town of

Turku in south-western Finland, and Haapamaki, a locality in central

Finland. Each student (age c. 15-16 years) participating in dig test

had studied English for at:least five years at secondary school; at the

time of th'e test they were attending'the first grade of the gymnasium.

The material used in the test was very rudimentary. The test itself

originated from another test, which was carried out to examine how Einns

signal word boundaries in Finnish. The pupils were tested for their pro-

, nunciation in Finnish and English.r The results for each group of the

test population are presented inaable 1. In the table the realization

of each juncture-fs-given in percentage.

TheTercentages in Table 1 indicate that to a certain extent glot-

talization and linking correlatq to the variation in terms of the stu-

dents' dialectal background. FOr instance, in the Turku group C+V posi-

tion, the amount of linking in English is 26 per Zent and that in Finnish

19,per cent, while in the Kuopio group,the percentage of linking is 11

per cent in English and 4 per cent iri Fipnish. Irrespective of their

native dialect, Finnish speakers resort to glottalization or pauses at

word boundaries much more often when speaking English than when speaking

Finnish.

The way in which-each pupil produced juncturei in English and in

Finnish seems rather inconsistent and,unstable. Some pupils used linking

frequently'both in Finnish and English test se tences, others showed

very frequent use of linking in Finnish but pr ethedolot/alization in

English.

1 For a more detailed presentation of the resul s with regard.to Finnish
.pronunciation and word boundary signalling, see Karlsson and Lehtonen
1977.

.

.14
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Table 1. Realization of word boundary by Finnish scbbolchildren with

different dialectal backgrounds. L = linking, G = glottal constriction,
and GP = glottal plosive (two degrees of boundary segtent), and P d'

pause obse,ved at word boundary.

KUOPIO

structure
of boundary L 6 GP P

V+V (Fi)1 e.g. 31 48 19 2

A <ei of isi>

aNata._
<radio-ohjelmille>

\V+V (E) e.g. 56 39 - 5

<my eyes>
<the evening>
<to answer>

C+V (El) e.g. 4 95 - 1

<on ostettu>
<saat avata>
<mies omistaa>

C+V (E) e.g. 11 80 - 9

<enormous animal'
<that is>
<In easy(question)>

1 Word boundary marked by X.

HAAPAMAKI

L G GP P

TURKU

L G GP P

1 MEAN

L aG GP P.

12 5233 3- 64 20 15 1 36 40 22 2-

12 85 3 66 27 ,- 7 45 50 -

a

.0

13 96:5 - 0.5 19 78 3 9 90 - 1.5

1583 - 2 26 62 - 12 17;7

.
,

The following sentences .give an account of the use of linking at

given boundaries; the numerical values in percentage are from the top:.

Kuopio, Haapamaki and Turku (0 = no instance with lukilig):

0 0 ; 5 '27 0

This 0 enormous 0 'nimal 12 is 20 an 12 elephant.

18 18 9 3.6 9

r 5 46 3
,

I'm 12 only 0 eight years 12 old.

36 27 0

51 0

My 12 eyes 4 art blue'4,-i-. tip,

64 18

V

1



46 57 ' 0 57 .

Can 56 I do 24 it $ in the 8 evening.

100 91 0 91

321 16 3 68

That 68 is 4 an 0 'easy'question to i6 answer.

82 0 9 55 ----.

I Either that_ie or that'd.

The figures show Unexpected variation between the three dialectal

groups, Interference from the pupils' native dialect cannot alone account

for it. .boke variation was` also li3ithe teachers' Deobunctatttn ln

each group and by the amount of attention paid to the tITDency of speech

in the classroomilinking also seems to be snore frepient a't boundaries

between familiar words Snd in familiar phrases.

`6%. ,

4

The second teat. The second test Was also of A preliminary nature.

The test was based on thepronuriciatiori of test sentences read by pupils

at ToysSn peruskoulu(9th grade, Ostrobothnian dialect area). It was part

of a larger series of tests designed to study the perception and produc-

tion of English speech sounds by f.1nnish schoolchildren. The results of

the entire test will 6e published in Jyvaskyla COntrastiveStudies Jateh.

The test sentences containing word boundaries with initial vowels

were gathered from a larger body of material read by 24 pupils, The mate-

_ rani nonsistea of isolated short sentencesof the type He cs tate-teked

in aponta, TILL!, 4..s your Rat, .can't it?, It is Cl name:Mums at owl: houze,

Tom doesn'eundetstanV his pcienza at ate, Look at three beea in yours gan-

den, where ca yout glass ?. The total number of _the sentences was 86. .

The number of the boundaries examined totalled 3,120; there were

2,568 C+V positions and 552)V+V positions. A twofold method of examination

was appl 4ied:, (1) the sentences were transcribed and analyzed perceptually;

(2))oscillograms were made of the sentences to make sure that the results

/ --conformed with the actual data and to check up whether the boul4ry con-
_

tained glottalization. Instrumental Analysis was necessary because it is

very difficult for people to hear phenomena such as glottaliiation At

word boundaries in their own language. Table 2 presents the results of the

. test.
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Table 2. Background information of the students and distribution of mani-
festation of word boundary in juncture catego-ies. The symbols used in

the table are avfollows 0 stands for (the score in a separate test meas-

uring) discrimination, I for (the score in a separate test measuring) iden-

tification; E Amd M stand for the informat's school mark in English and
music respectively; L, G, P,and F, given in percentages, stand for linking,

glottalization, pause and 'faulty prOnunciation' respectively.

informant

no.

school

mark

, AS1

manifestation of word
boundary in percentage

0' I E- G- 'P F

-r-
391 54 5 8 45 36 17 2

2 37 60 5 8 29 53 810
3 41 69 9 8.. T 65' 26 5 3

4 41 59 8 5 40 '51 8

5 43 69 7 8 25 69' 5 1

6 36 70% 8 8 39 49 10 2

7 43 63 8 9 27 62 7 .4

8 '36 62 .7 5 13 53 22 12

9 44 97 9 9 60 26 9 5 '

10 31 ,67 8 9 37 45 6 12

11 46 72 9 9 45 38 8 9

12 33 69 7 8 33 55, 7 5

13 35 67 1 8 9 '68 25 2 5

14 40 74 a,9 9 58 .35 2 5

15 33 47,1 9 7 32 42 18 ;

39 75 8 8 32 58 '2 8
4

17 38 62 6 6, 23 62- 3 12

18, 36 52 5 8 24 34 22 20

19 49 58 7 7 10 76 12 2

20 45 74' 8 8 46, 45 3 5

21 30 73 8 7 26' 47 12,' 15

22 38 53 9 7 51 42 5 ,2

23 47 60 7 8 ; 50 43 2 5

24 35 60 6 8 18

r---
i1952 11

1 37 47 9

1,0
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andglottalizattion wee correlatea with various school marks.

There is a fairly good correlation between linking and the student's mark./

in both English and music. Preference of plinking to glottalization seems

to correlate with the pupil's mark in music to some extent; thecorrela-

Von was 0.48. This may be interpreted as an indication tU1,th2 same

skills which comprise the pupil's talent for'music and nave their effect

on his musiema:rk at school contribute to his to abstract a for-

eign language luditi;.,ely and to Produce its idiomatic structures.

Furthermore, a comparison was made between the scores of linking
-

and glcttalizationin tic test and the scores in another test which

studied thi same pupils ability to discriminate and identify English

soundsd-,tt-,,s. There is a fairly strong correlation between the pupil's*

mirk rr,ii5h aro his score in the identificat or test while the score

.n ty, ,kminaticn test poes not correlate with th'e pur's mark in

The.coereleion between linking and tho pupil's mark in both

EngirSh'and music it fairly go.6c1 As for the whole group of 24 pupils

,0-3 took part in the test, the correlation between the pupils' English

Marks and linking was.0.52.

A conclusion can novebe drawn to serve as a preliminary hypothesis

erroneous word-boundary signalling exists both with pupils who

have done well in their language studies and-with those whot, hay' not.

According to literature, one of the functions of glottali ation is

to give proeinence to the word Juncture 'in ambivalent pairs o words,

e.g. a name an it-Vi The way in which the FinnIsh schoolchildren produced

contrast pairs of sentences with distinctive word Junctures #(a nmv/an

cum, the meat /them eat, ptcncub'( ttnzt S, prey tee /great eye, that'4

-,saiLlithat's out, a tcmvt/at ;'.td 9anoly45keed Aniue) does not differ

significantly from the signalling of the otherivord boundaries. In the

C+V position for all instances (totalling 2,568) in the test, the percen-

tage of glottalization is 54 and the respective percentage in the ambi-

valent pairs of the type C+V (168 instances) is 64? A Finn does not seem

to be able to make use of glottalization as a special cue for the-boundary,.

he produces all boundaries begAnning with a:vowel by means of glottal-

iiation.
4

The preliminary results seem to indicate thatildngua learners have

at least two distinct .strategies in the learning of the phonetic patterns

of a foreign language. Some learners automatically attain rgasonable. pro-.

11
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nunciatIon skills at a fairly early. stage of language learning, whereas

soma may retain features of pronunciation characteristic of interference

from the native-language pronunciation -habits evip after a long exposure

to the foreign language.
4

Clasgification of the boundaries manifested by more than 2/3 of the

pupils by means of linking gives thefollowing rank -list of linking: In

the grbup of the V+V boundaries, the linked pairs of words are £hey ane

(6 instances in different sentences), he i4 (4), she ia (2), my it M..,

day it (1), and we aakgd (1); 15 instances altogether. Pupils who did

not favour link ng
_

produced the boundiriiT-ith glottalization only three

' informants had a paute instead. There wtre 12 instances of the type C+V..,

it is (3), when 'T (2), whelte (2), th.i.6 i4 (2), took at*(1)', 6itt it

1), and hitt ca (1): Here a pause was found at the boundary in 10 cases

only, while giottalization was used in 59 and linking in 434 indi'idual

productions,

The remaining boundaries (103 instances) in our material manifested

more than ,a/ third of glottalization, in 62 cases more thin 2/3. All of

_ the glOttali,cannot be regirded as erroneous, ho'Wever. In,some sentences, 0

a glottal gegmspt ora pause is acceptable in standard English,proriun-

ciation as1a signal of syntactic boundary, for instance thia ks-youA

witt/on't a?; you have totittngs/oti`WODA flag. NiVertheless, some of

the boundaries.where a native speaker would more probably have linking

were produced with glottalization or a pause by more than 2/3 9f tbe

pupils, e.g.,<I know thee way 0-cut4it>, <Sfdirig aetortane4 can be dan-

getous>,/<Tom dee.in't undenAtand his Wends at all>.

Some instances c-eilect a'feature which in itself is not solely con-.

nected wiit the occurrence of the glottal-stop or with the difficulties

in its use but with the way in which the Finhish student phonetically

produces syntactic structures in English. A typical error in the phodevc

produifion is that pauses and'word-6b6-ndary signalling break up the nor-

mal constituent structure in English. For instapce, in;the sentence Iom

does hot updetatiitid h.4,0 64,cende at att, the boundary b'etwten the imme-

diate constituents of at att were often produced with a glottal segment-?

or a Pause, whilet6uends was linked with at. 'Analytic pronunciation of

this; type may affect the cdmprehensibility of the utterance especially 4

in cases where some of the morpheme boundaries in the string of words

aresignalJed with a pause or glottalizatioR but others with linking

irrespective of the syntactic 'strength' of each boundary.
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The choice which the student-makes between linking, glottalitation

or a pause is riot necessarily consistent with the structure of the English

sentence but is more or less sporadic. For instance, a boundary which is

phonetically easy fcr a Drip may be produced with linking but the ensuing

boundary which may form a boundary between immediate constituents is pro-

duced w4t6 glottalization or a pause. Factors like-this also seem to fe-

flect indirectly how the Finnish student tries to abstract in,perception

the phonetic floW of speech of an English utterance into semantieb units -.

The Finn's expectations in terms of sentence-phonetic Cues are erroneous

and the fast that he produces word boundaries-and sentence stress in an

erroneous way reflects his inadequate perceptual-phonetic skills.

In the majority of word boundaries prodtfced by the pupils, the reas-

on for signalling the word boundary with glottalization could not, how-

ever, be specified unambiguously. The features which seem to favour glot-

talization at a word boundary include-the
quality of the final segment of

the first word, the stress level of the second word, and the syntactic

pgsition of the word boundary. Final plosives, strong stress, and a st,forig

constituent 'boundary seem to contribute to the increased occurrence of'

,glottalization. Yet examination of the instances in their original sen-

tence'frames, paying attention to each pupil's individual performance d'd

not, in most cases, attest any direct connection between the factors which

were assumed to explain the existence of gTottalization and the variations

in the pupils' actual production. HoweverOhe present tests were not de-

signed for the analysis of boundary signals, and therefore certain factors

0accounting for glottalization may have been overlook number of

others given too much emphasis.

es

The role of the teacher's pattern of pronunciation as comdgred with

the direct NL transfer is one of the interestinactqrs from the point

-ot_view of the contrastive hypothesis: To what extent can the word-6ound-

ary signal/ling be attributedoto the pupil's own transfer from the mother

tongue and towhat'extent does the pupil only faithfully repeattshe model

given by his teacher's pronunciation? .
'*$

Unexpected variation between dialectal gfonos in rise of 140I4 nq

at various word boundaries seems to supportthe hypothesis that what the

teacher does and how he behaves is of great importance. If it is possible

13
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to divide the stud into two groups-in terms of their learning strat-

egies and their capacity of perceiving the, phonetic, parameters of speech

(i.e. phonetically accurate and inaccurate groups), some attention should

be paid to. this distinction in language teaching and in teacher training..

Students who want to become teachers and have difficulties in abistracting

such-higher;level featurestructures as boundary signals should be made

aware of this and particblar attention shoUld bt paid to their diffi-

culties. If the EypOthesis,holds true, school instruction will have tot

be reorganized to meet the requirements of the pupil's indiVIdual learn-
_

ing strategies.
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